STOP!
If you want us to teach you how to play, you can visit plaidhatgames.com and watch a video explanation.
The *Warring Colonies* expansion provides game materials that can be combined with a standard game of either *Dead of Winter* or *Dead of Winter: The Long Night*. These include crossroads cards, crisis cards, survivors, and the Random Item module.

Additionally, if a player owns both *Dead of Winter* and *Dead of Winter: The Long Night*, this expansion provides rules and materials for combining the two into a mega, colony verses colony variant of *Dead of Winter* for 4-11 players.

In the *Warring Colonies* variant, two colonies share the same town and will clash over resources and territory.

Players can find the general rules for playing *Dead of Winter* in the rulebooks from *Dead of Winter* and *Dead of Winter: The Long Night* or online at plaidhatgames.com. This rulebook discusses the changes to the general rules when playing the *Warring Colonies* variant of *Dead of Winter*.

### Cross-Compatible Cards

- All cards in the *Dead of Winter: Warring Colonies* expansion are marked with a bullets icon in the lower right corner to help distinguish them from cards included in other *Dead of Winter* sets.

- All cards in the *Dead of Winter: Warring Colonies* expansion that are marked with the crosshairs symbol in the lower right corner cannot be used in a normal game of *Dead of Winter*. Those cards are only used when playing with the *Warring Colonies* variant.

### Components

- 50 – Crossroads Cards
- 11 – Crisis Cards
- 4 – Main Objective Cards
- 10 – Player Reference Sheets
- 15 – Survivor Cards
- 43 – Random Item Cards
- 8 – Lone Wolf Secret Objectives
- 14 – Lone Wolf Mission Cards
- 10 – Tactics Cards
- 33 – Bullet Tokens
- 15 – Survivor Standees
- 1 – Lone Wolf Den Location
- 1 – Combat Tracker
- 1 – Lone Wolf Morale Tracker
- 1 – Rulebook
- 15 – Plastic Standee Stands
- 1 – Sand Timer
- 2 – Combat Dice
NEW COMPONENTS

Combat Tracker: This is used during each combat to keep track of the combat strength.

Tactics Cards: A 5-card set of tactics cards is used by each colony leader at the beginning of each combat.

Track Marker: This is used to track the difference in combat strength during each combat.

Bullet Tokens: Bullet tokens are a new resource that can aid a colony in its fight against the enemy colony. The crisis card space is now the bullet supply. Bullet tokens are added to and removed from a colony’s bullet supply through various game effects.

Sand Timer: Used during the simultaneous actions step of player turns.

Combat Dice: These are rolled at the end of every combat.

Lone Wolf Secret Objectives and Mission Cards: These are used by the Lone Wolf player when playing with an odd number of players.

Lone Wolf Den: This serves as the Lone Wolf player’s colony when playing with an odd number of players.
The Warring Colonies variant is for play with 4-11 players. To set up a Warring Colonies variant of *Dead of Winter* complete the following steps in order.

1. Collect all of the items from your *Dead of Winter* and *Dead of Winter: The Long Night* sets that are on the Collection List on page 6. Then combine those items with the contents of this Warring Colonies set.

2. Place 2 colony boards, 6 location boards and the Graveyard as shown or as best accommodates your table. Then place the Combat Tracker so that the yellow and blue sides each face a colony.

3. Each player collects 1 of the new reference sheets included in the Warring Colonies set.

4. Players may decide which of the Warring Colonies main objectives they would like to play or pick 1 randomly. Place the chosen main objective card near the play area. Both colonies will share the same main objective.

5. Divide evenly into teams with each team sitting around a separate colony board. If there are an odd number of players, one player will be the Lone Wolf player. See the Lone Wolf section on page 14 for setup and details. See page 15 if playing with 11 players.

6. Shuffle the secret objective cards and deal 1 to each player. Return the rest to the box without looking at them. A player cannot reveal his secret objective card to other players.

   *Note: There are no betrayal secret objectives in the Warring Colonies variant.*

7. Shuffle the Warring Colonies crisis deck and place it near the play area.

8. Shuffle and make decks of the survivor and crossroad cards and place the decks off to the side of the play area.

9. Shuffle all of the starter item cards and deal 5 to each player. Return any remaining cards to the game box.

10. Separate the remaining item cards into separate decks according to their location. Add 5 of the random location item cards to each location deck. Shuffle each deck and place it on its corresponding location card.

11. Place a set of 5 tactics cards at each colony.

12. Deal 4 survivor cards to each player. Each player then chooses 2 to keep and returns the others to the deck. Reshuffle the survivor deck.

   *Note: In 4 or 5 player games, each player is dealt 5 survivor cards and chooses 3 to keep.*

   Each player makes 1 of those 2 survivors her group leader, placing that survivor card next to the respective space on the player reference sheet. The other survivor card is placed in the player’s following, next to their respective space on the player reference sheet.

13. Each player collects their corresponding survivor standees, placing the standees in their colony.

14. Separate the remaining standees and tokens, placing them within easy reach of all players.

15. The player whose group leader has the highest influence value among all leaders in their colony receives their colony’s colony leader token and will take the first turn of the game.

   *Note: The first player tokens will be referred to as the colony leader tokens.*
COLLECTION LIST

Collect the following from your *Dead of Winter* and *Dead of Winter: The Long Night* sets:

**DEAD OF WINTER**
- Game Board
- All Zombie Standees
- All Survivor Standees
- All Dice
- All Survivor Cards
  - Optional: Remove Anneleigh Chan
- All Item Cards
- All Non-Betrayal Secret Objective Cards EXCEPT: Justice

**THE LONG NIGHT**
- Game Board
- All Location Boards except Raxxon and Bandit Hideout
- All Dice
- All Tokens, except those used by the Improvements Module
- All Zombie Standees
- All Survivor Standees
- All Survivor Cards
  - Optional: Remove Blue, Melissa Gupta, and Jamie Gilmour
- Only Starter Item Cards
- All Non-Betrayal Secret Objective Cards EXCEPT: Us or Them
- Optional: The Following Crossroad Cards: Back to School, Cole Winters, Derek Yoshida, Disturbed, Eric Parker, Fatima Rhodes, The Gunfighter, A Hair Raising Experience, Highway to Hell, Ice Fishing, Intervention, NICU, Oh What a Feeling…, Rats, Rocco Bellini, Toys, Unsanitary Conditions
The memories pursue you as relentlessly as the dead.

**OPTION 2**
You’ll never bring her back, but you’ll surely join her in death. And first, you’re going to take as many of these monsters with you as you can. Choose a survivor you control. Kill all of the zombies that share a location with the chosen survivor. Then, kill the chosen survivor.

**OPTION 1**
If morale at the player’s colony is lower than 4:

Her hair is a halo of fire against the linen sheets. Her eyes, bright emeralds shining out from a sun-kissed face. You trace your finger along the constellation of freckles that dapple her creamy skin.

You try desperately to hold on to this memory of her, but your mind is cruel. The flashes of vivid detail you can’t escape return to chase the beauty away. The pulpy gash of the thing’s mouth. Watching, helpless, as it bites into her perfect face. The screaming as it tears away flesh. The delirium you feel as she takes her last shuttering breaths, staring up at you with the one desperate emerald left.

### NEW ROUND ORDER

The round order in the Warring Colonies variant includes a few changes and a few new steps. The new round order is listed below, with new steps highlighted. Unless otherwise stated, these steps function the same as in a standard game of Dead of Winter.

#### PLAYER TURNS PHASE
1. Reveal Crisis
2. Roll Action Dice
3. Player Turns

#### COLONY PHASE
1. Pay Food
2. Colony Combat
3. Check Waste
4. Resolve Crisis
5. Add 2 Bullets
6. Add Zombies
7. Check Main Objective
8. Move Round Trackers
9. Elect Colony Leader

### REVEAL CRISIS

Reveal the top card from the Warring Colonies crisis deck. This crisis card is a joint crisis that players from both colonies will contribute cards towards preventing. This card’s effect will take place during the colony phase if it is not prevented.

---

**NOTE: OPTIONAL CARDS**

We recommend including the listed optional crossroads cards, even though doing so increases setup time. These extra cards provide more variety and increase the “lifespan” of the new crossroads cards. But, to save you time, you may choose to use only the 50 crossroads cards from the Warring Colonies set. This will make your game a more thematically focused experience at the cost of more quickly revealing the surprises these cards have in store.

“History is full of dividing lines. ‘Us versus ‘Them’. Now here we are at the end, still drawing lines. Still convincing ourselves that it’s the ‘them’ that obstruct our way.”

Honiahaka
PLAYER TURNS
During the player turns step, starting with the colony leaders, a player from each colony will simultaneously take a turn. Simultaneous player turns then continue clockwise around each colony. Player turns are now broken into 4 parts that must be completed in order:
1. Draw Crossroads Cards
2. Move Survivors
3. Simultaneous Actions
4. Resolve Crossroads Cards

DRAW CROSSROADS CARDS
The teammate to the right of each active player draws a crossroads card for that player. So 2 crossroads cards will be drawn, 1 for each player taking a turn.

Note: If a crossroads card triggers, do not stop play. Resolving crossroads cards will now happen at the end of the players’ turns.

MOVE SURVIVORS
Survivor movement is resolved during this step. The player belonging to the colony with the lower morale (roll dice to break a tie) either moves 1 of his survivors or passes, and then the player at the colony with higher morale either moves 1 of his survivors or passes. Once a player has passed, that player can no longer move survivors. Players take turns moving survivors in this way until both players have passed. A player may not move a single survivor more than once during the same movement phase.

Note: Players may use the request action at any time during the move survivors step. Other actions can still only be performed during the simultaneous actions step.

Moving to the Enemy Colony
To move to the enemy colony, place the moving survivor on any empty zombie entrance space around the enemy colony.

Note: Survivors at the enemy colony may use their movement to move from one entrance to another, but must roll for exposure as normal.

Moving to a Full Location
A player may move a survivor to a location that is full. That player may either return a friendly survivor to their colony (do not roll for exposure) or may spend 1 bullet token to return an enemy survivor back to their colony or 2 bullet tokens if the survivor has a weapon equipped (do not roll for exposure).

Note: Players may NOT return enemy survivors belonging to the other active player.

“IT’S NO GOOD. THE ASSHOLE HAVE ALREADY PICKED THEIR WAY THROUGH HERE. THEY MUST HAVE MADE ONE HELL OF A LOT OF NOISE WHILE DOING IT TOO, BECAUSE THE PLACE IS SWARMING WITH DEAD.”
Marcus Johnson
SIMULTANEOUS ACTIONS

After both active players have moved their survivors, they simultaneously complete all of the actions they want to take for their turns. The first player to finish taking her actions flips the 2 minute sand timer. The other player now has 2 minutes to complete all the remaining actions she wants to take for her turn. Any actions not completed by the end of that time are lost.

No simultaneous actions should conflict. If both players are performing searches with survivors at the same location, each player simply grabs whatever card is on top of the deck at the time when performing a search or making noise.

*Note:* If a ♦ is rolled during the simultaneous actions step of a player’s turn, place the bitten survivor on its side and continue play. The bitten survivor is no longer able to perform any action or use any ability. At the end of the simultaneous actions step, resolve all ♦ and bite spreads as normal.

RESOLVE CROSSROADS CARDS

Once the 2 minute timer has run out, or once both players have declared their turns complete, resolve any crossroad cards that were triggered during the players’ turns, starting with the colony with higher morale (roll a die to break ties).

*Note:* If multiple survivors meet a crossroads card’s trigger condition over the course of a turn, after the card is read, the active player decides which of those survivors to apply the effects of the card to.

NEW PLAYER TURN ACTIONS

The actions available to players in the Warring Colonies variant have changed. Some actions have been removed and others have been changed. The new list of actions is below. Unless otherwise stated, these actions function the same as in a standard game of Dead of Winter.

*Note:* The following actions from the standard game have been removed: Attack a Survivor, Attract, Move a Survivor, and Vote to Exile.

**ACTIONS THAT REQUIRE AN ACTION DIE**

- Attack (zombie)
- Search
- Barricade
- Clean Waste (3 cards)

**ACTIONS THAT DO NOT REQUIRE AN ACTION DIE**

- Play a card
- Add a card to the Crisis
- Spend Food Tokens
- Request
- Hand Off

“Come on you ugly bastard! I’ll cut off your ‘effing head and cram it down your rotting throat hole!”

Danica Walker
ATTACK

Note: In the Warring Colonies variant, a player may not use the attack action to attack another survivor.

ATTACKING A ZOMBIE WHILE AT THE ENEMY COLONY
A survivor that shares an enemy colony entrance with a zombie may attack that zombie.

SEARCH

MAKING NOISE WHILE SEARCHING
Only 1 noise can be made per search action.

ADD A CARD TO THE CRISIS
A player from either colony may add 1 or more cards from her hand and/or cards that are equipped to survivors she controls to the currently revealed crisis card. These cards are played face up next to the revealed crisis and are public knowledge.

Note: Players may only add cards that match a symbol shown on the crisis. In the Warring Colonies variant, there is no way to “sabotage” the current crisis.

PAY FOOD

Enemy survivors at a colony entrance do NOT count toward the total number of survivors at that colony for the purpose of paying food.

COLONY COMBAT

One at a time, for each location that contains survivors from both colonies, resolve a combat.

Resolve multiple combats in this order:
1. At the colony with lower morale (roll a die to break a tie).
2. At the remaining colony
3. At all other locations in numerical order.

A combat takes place over 4 steps and represents a fight between the two colonies at a given location. In a combat, each colony leader will attempt to gain a greater total combat strength. To resolve combat at a location, each colony leader takes her colony’s tactics cards and simultaneously performs the following 4 steps:

1. Select one of your 5 tactics cards and play it facedown. Simultaneously reveal each tactics card and resolve its effect.

2. Add 1 to your combat strength for each friendly survivor at this location. Then add 1 to your combat strength for each friendly survivor that has 1 or more card equipped.

3. Collect all the bullet tokens from your colony’s bullet supply and secretly choose a number of bullets to bid. Hold out your bullet bid in your fist and simultaneously reveal it with the opposing colony leader. Add 1 to combat strength for each bullet bid. Then discard all bullets that were bid and place the remaining bullets back in the supply.

4. Roll a combat die and immediately apply its effect (see Rolling For Combat on page 11).
The leader with the higher total combat strength is the winner of this combat. The other leader is defeated. The defeated leader must distribute wounds among friendly survivors at that location equal to the difference in the two leader’s total combat strength. This difference will be represented on the Combat Tracker.

**Note:** If a player’s last remaining survivor would be killed during combat, wait until the end of the colony combat phase to draw a new survivor and add it to the game.

### COMBAT AT THE ENEMY COLONY

After the colony combat phase, if there is at least 1 enemy survivor at a colony and no friendly survivors there (helpless survivors do not count), immediately decrease that colony’s morale by 1 for each enemy survivor at that colony, regardless of if a combat happened there this round. In other words, don’t leave your colony unguarded!

### ROLLING FOR COMBAT

During step 4 of a combat, each colony leader rolls a combat die and triggers the effect of the result.

**Combat Die Results**

- **Add this number to your combat strength for this combat.**
- **Immediately place this number of wounds on a single enemy survivor in this combat.**
- **Add this number of zombies immediately after resolving any wounds.**

### COMBAT TRACKER

The combat tracker is an aide to help keep track of the current difference in combat values between colonies during a combat. The track marker for the combat tracker starts each combat at 0. Whenever a colony gains combat strength during a step of combat, move the track marker that many spaces in that colony’s direction. See example on page 12.

### SURVIVOR DEATH AT THE ENEMY COLONY

If a survivor dies while at the enemy colony, any cards equipped to that survivor are given to the enemy colony leader who immediately equips them as he sees fit to any friendly survivors at his colony. If no friendly survivors are at the colony, these cards are removed from the game.

---

“I’m sorry Bernadette, but my vote has to be ‘no’. You’re convincing, no doubt, but I think the job needs a scalpel, whereas you, my dear, are more of a… bulldozer.”

Father Fitzpatrick
1. Survivors from both colonies are at the grocery store. Colony leader A plays "ALL IN (+3 combat)" and colony leader B plays "ON GUARD (+1 combat). This puts Colony A in the lead by 2 combat strength points.

2. Colony A has 1 survivor, The Enforcer, placed at the grocery store. Colony B has 2 survivors, Bernadette Wilson and Scott Wheeler, placed here. Colony A is still in the lead by 1.

3. Scott Wheeler is equipped with a "shotgun" item card. He is the only one equipped with a weapon, tying the combat strength.


5. Both colony leaders roll a combat die. Colony leader A rolls a 3. Colony leader B rolls a 1. Colony B’s roll gives 1 wound to The Enforcer, but does not effect the final combat difference. Colony A wins the combat by 4.

6. The difference in combat strength being 4, colony leader B distributes 4 wounds among Bernadette and Scott, choosing to give each survivor 2 wounds.
**ADD 2 BULLETS**

Add 2 bullets to each colony’s supply.

**ADD ZOMBIES**

Enemy survivors in colony entrance spaces DO count toward the total number of survivors at that colony for the purpose of adding zombies. If there are no empty spaces at an entrance that a zombie is being placed at and a survivor occupies one of those entrance spaces, instead of placing the zombie, place 1 wound on the survivor at that entrance with the lowest influence and return it to its colony (do not roll for exposure).

**CHECK MAIN OBJECTIVE**

Both colonies simultaneously check for completion of the main objective. If one or both of the colonies have completed the Main Objective, the game is over.

**ELECT COLONY LEADERS**

During the elect colony leader phase, each colony votes to decide their leader for the next round. Vote by counting to 3 and pointing at another player simultaneously. The player with the most votes is the new leader. Players cannot vote for themselves, nor can they abstain from the vote. If the vote is a tie, the current colony leader breaks the tie. Use the first player token to mark the colony leader.

**BITE EFFECT SPREADS AND ZOMBIE OVERRUNS**

Bite effect spreads and zombie overruns function the same as in a standard game of *Dead of Winter*, regardless of which colony a survivor belongs to.

**INTERPRETING CARD TEXT**

Unless stated otherwise, when interpreting the card text for crossroads cards and secret objectives, the card text is referring only to a player’s colony, or survivors or players belonging to that colony. It is not referring to both colonies jointly. For example:

- **In play** = In play and belonging to your colony
- **On the board** = On the board and belonging to your colony
- **Any player** = Any player belonging to your colony
- **A survivor** = A survivor belonging to your colony

**Note:** The following survivor abilities can only be used on or by friendly players or survivors: Anita Wallace, Eric Parker, Nadia Rivers, and Derek Yoshida.

**WINNING AND LOSING THE GAME**

Just as in a standard game of *Dead of Winter*, there is only one way for a player to win. He must fully complete his secret objective. This usually includes having his colony complete the main objective.

If a colony’s morale reaches 0, players from that colony have lost but continue playing until the next Check Main Objective step. If both colonies have 0 morale during the Check Main Objective step, both colonies lose. Once a colony’s morale is at 0, it can not be raised.
VARIANTS

LONE WOLF

In order to play with an odd number of players, players may use the Lone Wolf variant. In this variant, one player takes on the role of the Lone Wolf, a player who does not belong to either colony.

Cards and components in the Warring Colonies set marked with a wolf paw icon in the lower right corner are to be used only with the Lone Wolf variant.

Lone Wolf Setup

1. Decide which player will be the Lone Wolf.
2. Place the Lone Wolf Den location in front of the Lone Wolf player.
3. The Lone Wolf player randomly selects one of the 8 Lone Wolf secret objectives and follows the Setup instructions on that card.
4. Shuffle the Lone Wolf Mission Card deck and place it near the Lone Wolf Den.
5. When choosing survivors, the Lone Wolf player is always dealt 5 and chooses 3. Place the chosen starting survivors at the Lone Wolf Den.

Lone Wolf Rules

The Lone Wolf player’s turn takes place first each round, before players have taken their simultaneous turns. The Lone Wolf player follows all normal Warring Colonies rules with the following exceptions:

- The Lone Wolf player has no time limit to complete his actions.
- Lone Wolf survivors can move to entrance spaces at both colonies.

- When a player spends a bullet to remove a Lone Wolf survivor from a full location, move that survivor to the Lone Wolf’s Den (do not roll for exposure). If there are no available spaces in the Lone Wolf Den, the Lone Wolf player must move the survivor to a location of his choice.
- A Lone Wolf player can move a survivor to a full location, but he must spend an action die to return a survivor at this location to their colony (Returning a Lone Wolf survivor does not require an action die).
- The Lone Wolf player cannot collect bullets.
- If the Lone Wolf player adds a survivor to his following, it is placed at the Lone Wolf Den unless otherwise stated. Any helpless survivors are ignored. If there are no available spaces in the Lone Wolf Den, he places the new survivor at a location of his choice.
- The Lone Wolf player may contribute cards to the joint crisis, but is unaffected by any morale loss or gains from crisis effect.

The Lone Wolf Den

The Lone Wolf Den is home to the Lone Wolf survivors and acts as a simplified, single player version of a colony. There is a food supply, waste pile, and a morale track. Please note:

- Only Lone Wolf survivors can move to the Lone Wolf Den.
- No zombies can ever be added to the Lone Wolf Den.
- The Lone Wolf Den is considered a colony for Lone Wolf survivor abilities and crossroad cards.
- The Pay Food step for the Lone Wolf follows normal rules.
- The Check Waste step functions normally except that 1 morale is lost for every 5 item cards in the waste pile (instead of 10).
Colony Combat
If 1 or more Lone Wolf survivors are at a location where a combat is about to take place, the Lone Wolf player has to make a choice immediately before the combat.

He may:

1. Run away. Choose to remove all survivors from this location and return them one by one to the Lone Wolf Den, or a different location if the Lone Wolf Den is full (rolling for exposure as normal).
2. Participate in the combat. The Lone Wolf player chooses a colony to support. During this combat, all Lone Wolf survivors at this location act as if they were a part of the chosen colony.

Note: Colony leaders may distribute wounds to Lone Wolf survivors. If Lone Wolf survivors would retreat, they return to the Lone Wolf Den, or a different location if the Lone Wolf Den is full.

Lone Wolf Morale
Lone Wolf morale always starts at 4 and can increase up to 5. If morale ever reaches zero, the Lone Wolf player has lost and is removed from the game. The Lone Wolf player can increase morale by completing mission cards.

Mission Cards
The main impact the Lone Wolf player can have on a game is through the completion of mission cards. The Lone Wolf player starts with 3 mission cards, and whenever the Lone Wolf player completes a mission card, he immediately draws another one. Once per round, at the beginning of his turn, the Lone Wolf player may discard one mission card to draw a new one. Once the mission card pile is empty, he may no longer draw more cards.

Winning the Game as the Lone Wolf
The Lone Wolf player wins the game if his secret objective is completed at the end of the game.

Quick Play
This variant speeds up a game of Warring Colonies and adds an extra bit of frantic tension to each turn. When using quick play, players only have 2 minutes TOTAL to complete all actions during the simultaneous actions step of player turns. After both players have moved their survivors, flip the 2 minute sand timer. Any actions not completed by the end of that time are lost.

11 Players
This variant allows 11 players to play Warring Colonies (5 players at each colony and 1 Lone Wolf player). It plays exactly the same as regular Warring Colonies games, with the following exceptions:

- During setup, each player is dealt 4 starting items (instead of 5).
- The Lone Wolf player does not use a player reference sheet.

Random Items Module
The Random Items module is a simple and easy way to add even more variety to location item decks in standard games of Dead of Winter. To use the Random Items module in a standard game of Dead of Winter:

1. Remove all cards with the icon from the Random Items deck and then shuffle the Random Items deck.
2. Add 5 cards randomly to each location’s item deck, and then shuffle those decks.
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